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Please Note…

• I sincerely apologize that I cannot be there in person to meet and talk with 
you all!

• Since this is a school:
• I have some questions throughout my slides that I would like you to 

answer afterward.
• Please send me at least 1 follow-up question after each lecture.  I will 

answer at least 1 question from each of you and post them in Slack 
(#flux-and-xsec-exp).

• You may send me questions either via email (jpaley@fnal.gov) or Slack 
(@Jon Paley)
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Outline

• Neutrino beams: the why and the how

• Neutrino flux uncertainties: hadron production and beam focusing

• Constraining the flux: 

• In-situ measurements

• Ex-situ measurements

• Future Prospects
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Why Neutrino Beams?

• Nature is kind and provides lots of sources of neutrinos across many orders of 
magnitude of energy.  Reactors are a great source too!

4

Swiss Chard - has more 
potassium than bananas!
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Why Neutrino Beams?

• Nature is kind and provides lots of sources of neutrinos across many orders of 
magnitude of energy.  Reactors are a great source too!
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Swiss Chard - has more 
potassium than bananas!

What are some other sources of 
neutrinos that Nature provides us?
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Why Neutrino Beams?

• Nature is kind and provides lots of sources of neutrinos across many orders of 
magnitude of energy.  Reactors are a great source too!

• But we can’t really control what we get.  Beams offer control over neutrino 
energies, direction and time. 

• It’s relatively “easy” to produce GeV-scale energy beams of νμ’s on Earth.  These 
are great for studying neutrino oscillations and neutrino scattering, both of which 
offer possibilities for the discovery of BSM.
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How to Make a Neutrino Beam
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• Smash high-energy proton into a target (graphite, beryllium), creating showers of hadrons 
including pions and kaons.

• Pions and kaons decay, leaving muons and neutrinos.  Muons are then absorbed, leaving a 
beam of neutrinos.

Original figure by Tia Miceli
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How to Make a Neutrino Beam
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• First accelerator-based neutrino beam: Brookhaven, 1962
• 15 GeV proton beam struck Be target, producing secondary hadrons (mostly π’s)
• π’s decay to neutrinos and muons.  Muons are stopped in an absorber.
• Neutrinos interact in detector (spark chamber) to produce electrons and muons.

PRL, 9(1):36-44, Jul 1962
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How to Make a Neutrino Beam
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• First accelerator-based neutrino beam: Brookhaven, 1962
• 15 GeV proton beam struck Be target, producing secondary hadrons (mostly π’s)
• π’s decay to neutrinos and muons.  Muons are stopped in an absorber.
• Neutrinos interact in detector (spark chamber) to produce electrons and muons.

• Led to the discovery of the muon neutrino! 

PRL, 9(1):36-44, Jul 1962

Leon Lederman Melvin Schwartz Jack Steinberger
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How to Make a Neutrino Beam
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Original figure by Tia Miceli

• Modern-day beams function on the same principle, but with some improvements:
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How to Make a Neutrino Beam
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• Modern-day beams function on the same principle, but with some improvements:
• Magnetic focusing horns used to increase overall flux by 6x, and select + or - hadrons 

(creating a beam purity of 95% neutrinos or anti-neutrinos).  Why is purity useful?
• Long decay pipe to allow more hadrons to decay.  Often filled with helium.  Why?

Original figure by Tia Miceli
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Neutrino Production Targets
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• Targets are long (~2 interaction lengths) to maximize production of pions.
• Targets are “thin” and sometimes segmented (with gaps) to make it easier for pions 

to escape.
• Many other considerations for materials and design: high thermal conductivity, 

melting point well above operating temperature, mechanical stability, etc.

BNB

NuMI (NOvA)

T2K (replica) LBNF
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Focusing Horn Systems
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Fig. 3. The magnetic horn constructed at CERN in 1963: (left) inner conductor, (right)
outer conductor (Courtesy of CERN).

without deflection through the central hole of the reflectors, while over- or under-
focused particle entered the magnetic field of the reflector, which corrected their
trajectories.

2.3 Evaluation of the neutrino flux and energy spectrum

The first experiments at BNL and at CERN based their estimate of the neutrino
flux on the available measurements of pions and kaons production, complemented by
phenomenological models of hadroproduction. Such calculations are clearly a↵ected
by large uncertainties, but allow nevertheless realistic estimates. We recalled already
that the two-neutrino experiment at BNL found a rate of neutrino interactions in
agreement within 30% with the Fermi theory prediction. This is also mentioned by
Mel Schwartz in his Nobel lecture [Schwartz 1988], from where we reproduce the
calculated energy spectrum of neutrinos shown in figure 4.

A new method to determine the flux of neutrinos as a function of the protons
on target (POT), was first implemented at BNL in 1965 [Burns 1965]. The method,
which became largely common afterwards, consists in putting counters at di↵erent
depths and di↵erent radial position, in the shielding which follows the decay region.
By taking into account the energy loss of muons in the filter, it is possible to connect
the decrease of the muon flux as a function of the depth, to the muon energy spectrum.

The neutrino energy spectrum is related to the measured spectrum of the accom-
panying muons in the decay but there are two important limitations. The flux of low
energy muons (E < 1GeV) cannot be measured because they are absorbed in the
first section of the dump, where they are embedded in the hadronic showers produced
by the undecayed pions and kaons. To reconstruct the neutrino flux one has to know
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Figure 13: Trajectory of a π+ and a π− through a single horn focusing element. An axially-
symmetric current sheet down the inner conducting shell produces a toroidal magnetic field
between the inner and outer conductors of the horn, providing a restoring force for one sign
of particles.

of the neck). Setting ∆θ = θout − θin = θout − r/ℓ, a point source located a distance ℓ = f
(focal length) upstream of the target is focused like a lens if θout = 0, or

f =
π

µ0aI
p. (12)

There are two differences with the conical horn: (1) the parabolic horn works for all angles
(within the limit of the small angle approximation), not just the “most likely angle” θin =
⟨pT ⟩/p, and (2) a single parabolic horn has a strong chromatic dependence (its focal length
depends directly on particle momentum p).

For the parabolic horn, the Coulomb scattering of particles through the horn conductors
does not degrade the focusing quality for any pion momentum: considering a parallel beam
incident on the horn, the spot size, S, at the focal point of the horn will be due to Coulomb
scattering in the horn material:

S = fθZ

where

θZ =
13.6 mrad

p

√

t

X0

is the typical scattering angle in the horn conductor, t the conductor thickness, and X0 the
conductor material radation length. Thus

S ∝
√

t

X0

1

aI

Thus, the quality of the focus is independent of the momentum, and improves with larger
horn current, thinner conductors, lighter-weight materials with longer radiation lengths X0,

21

• Concept of magnetic focusing horn developed in 1961 by van der Meer.  Current 
flows along the length of a cone producing a toroidal fields that focuses positive 
[negative] particles, and defocuses the opposite sign.

• Results in large increase in neutrino flux, as well as a [anti-]neutrino beam.  Purity is 
critical for CP-violation searches (hopefully measurements!).  Why?
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Focusing Horn Systems
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• Concept of magnetic focusing horn developed in 1961 by van der Meer.  Current 
flows along the length of a cone producing a toroidal fields that focuses positive 
[negative] particles, and defocuses the opposite sign.

• Results in large increase in neutrino flux, as well as a [anti-]neutrino beam.  Purity is 
critical for CP-violation searches (hopefully measurements!)

• Multi-horn configurations are common, the additional horns capture mesons that are 
under- or over-focused.

Horn 2
Horn 1

target
unfocused
Horn 1 only
Horn 2 only
underfocused

overfocused

Figure 17: Two-lens focusing system: a second lens, significantly further from the target
than the first, improves the collection efficiency of particles over-or underfocused by the first
lens. The horns shown are for the Fermilab NuMI line [10]. The scale transverse to the beam
axis is 4× the scale along the beam axis.

A second lens far from the first will see a point source of particles with a span of angles
0 to θin. It would be likewise expected to halve the divergence of the beam. Its inner
aperture should be larger so as to leave unperturbed those particles already well-focused by
the first lens. A third lens could similarly be expected to bring the overall divergence down
a factor of 8, but must be located even further downstream to continue the point source
approximation for the incoming particles. Techniques for design of multiple lens systems,
including lens sizes, focal lengths, and inter-lens distances, based upon transfer matrices
have been developed in [86].

A three-lens system was adopted for the 1967 CERN run[26, 27, 177], with the second
horn 15 m from the horn-1 and the third ∼ 35 m from the target, more than half-way down
the 60 m decay path (see Figure 18).

Serpukhov adopted a three-horn beam [35, 38], which had the distinction of a two-lens
horn, shown in Figure 19: the first horn consisted of two tapered regions with two “necks,”
giving the equivalent of a pair of lenses. In this sense the IHEP beam was actually a four-lens

Figure 18: Three-horn focusing system employed at CERN for the 1967 neutrino run, taken
from [204]. Each successive downstream horn is larger to capture errant particle trajectories,
and each has a larger inner aperture to leave un-perturbed those particles well-focused by
the upstream horns.

25
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Integrated Target and Horn Assemblies
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• Target is often put inside or very 
close the first focusing horn.

• Careful consideration is needed 
for support structure and remote 
handling for removal and 
replacement of all elements.

T2K Target and Horn LBNF Target + Horn A

LBNF Target Complex
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Neutrino Flux Predictions and Uncertainties
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Modern-Day Accelerator-based Neutrino Fluxes
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Jonathan M. Paley, Neutrino Division, Fermilab

spectrum, as shown in Fig. 1, so the center-of-mass energy of a collision is not known. In
contrast, quark-flavor experiments, for which lattice QCD has been crucial, study decays
of strange, charmed, or b-flavored hadrons of precisely known mass. Here, the energy of
the incident neutrino must be inferred from measurements of the final state. The targets
in neutrino experiments are medium- to large-sized nuclei, such as 12C, 16O, or 40Ar, the
remnants of which are not, in practice, be detected. That means that the mapping between
final-state measurements and the initial energy inevitably requires theoretical knowledge of
the neutrino interaction with the struck nucleus.

Consistency with QCD is a clearly desirable characteristic of nuclear models used to
deduce the connection between final and initial states. Thus, it makes sense to incorporate
lattice QCD as soon as results with full, reliable error budgets are available. As discussed
in more detail in Ref. [16], the nuclear models rely in part on properties of the nucleon
as inputs. Many of these quantities can be calculated in lattice QCD in the near term,
with the precision depending on the quantity. Of course, single-nucleon calculations are
not in themselves enough. Calculations of the properties of multi-nucleon systems must be
developed concurrently and, once mature, also incorporated into the nuclear modeling.

The theory behind neutrino-nucleus collisions is complex because it spans a range of en-
ergies that probe all aspects of the target nucleus. Nuclear excitation energies are, typically,
dozens of keV, while the average binding energy is 8.6 MeV (in 40Ar), and the typical Fermi
motion of a nucleon is around 250 MeV. In the regime relevant to oscillation experiments,
the energy transfer to the nucleus ranges between ⇠200 MeV and the neutrino energy itself,
although much of transferred energy is carried o↵ by nucleons and pions, rather than the
nuclear remnant. Thus, it is a challenge to arrive at a comprehensive approach to the entire
problem. Most approaches start with nuclear many-body theories, in which the nucleus is
described by a nuclear wave function of a collection of interacting nucleons; see, for exam-
ple, Ref. [17, 18]. It is at this point in the analysis that nucleon-level matrix elements enter.
One should bear in mind, however, that single-nucleon physics is not enough: multi-body

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of the neutrino beam for several experiments. In particular, most of
DUNE’s beam lies in the range 1 GeV < Eµ < 7 GeV. Courtesy Laura Fields [15].

5

Neutrino Energies in Current and Future Experiments

9

• Current neutrino experiments cover nearly two orders of magnitude of neutrino energies.
• Life is made more interesting because over this range, there are several types of 

scattering modes.

Rev. Mod. Phys. 84, 1307T2K + SBN NOvA + MINERvAMINERvA LE
MINERvA ME
SBN
T2K SK (no osc.)
NOvA (no osc.)
DUNE (no osc.)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.09931
• Neutrino beams are 

typically “designed for 
the baseline”.
• T2K/HK: 250km 

baseline, energy 
peaks around 600 
MeV.

• NOvA and DUNE 
have baselines that 
are O(1000 km).

• Question: Why is 
the SBN peak so 
low?

• Note: T2K and NOvA 
both have their 
detectors off-axis 
experiments.  Why?
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Neutrino Oscillations and the Role of Flux
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• In an ideal experiment, the flux, cross section and efficiencies of the near and far detectors 
would simply “cancel” in the ND/FD ratio.

• But reality:
• The ND typically sees a “line source” of neutrinos, whereas the FD sees a “point source”.  

So the fluxes are not the same even in the absence of oscillations! 
• The acceptance and performance of the ND is often different from the FD, so the efficiencies 

are different, and they typically depend on neutrino energy.  The efficiency corrections rely 
on a reliable flux model.
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Impact of Neutrino Flux Uncertainties
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description were largely incorrect, the calorimetric energy
seen in Ref. [30] could be described, but not the untracked
energy which is sensitive to details of the low energy
particles.
As described in Sec. VIII the effect of the 2p2h enhance-

ment has a systematic uncertainty derived by three different
applications of the fit to various potential contributors,
np-pair 2p2h, nn-pair 2p2h, and QE only. Figure 37
shows the effect of these variations on the vertex energy
distribution.
The sample has enough events to further break these

vertex energy distributions into bins of pt, shown in
Figs. 38 and 39. Regions with noticeable differences
between the simulation and data include low pt with
large vertex energy. Overall, the single-track sample
has a χ2 of 355 per 247 degrees of freedom, while the
multitrack sample has a χ2 of 195 per 104 degrees of
freedom, so both samples have significant disagreements
with the MINERvA GENIE tune v1.
Events with no second track reconstructed and pt <

0.4 GeV2 show a prediction of more events with larger
vertex energy than seen in data. This is also seen in the
multitrack events at low vertex energy for pt < 0.4 GeV2.
The predicted fraction of the event rate by different signal
and background processes is shown in Fig. 40. The regions
of Monte Carlo excess correspond to regions of the vertex
energy where resonant pion production contributes more to
the signal.

X. CONCLUSIONS

This analysis measures a double differential cross section
with respect to the longitudinal and transverse momentum
of the muon for quasielastic-like events. A suite of various
additional processes and models was added to GENIE and is
compared to the data.
The MINERvA GENIE tune v1 models the data well

except low and high pt. At low pt, and in turn low Q2
QE, the

addition of a low Q2 suppression to resonant events would
better replicate the data. At high pt a plausible explanation
of the Monte Carlo data difference is the current model of
the axial form factor does not work in this region.
Finally, a detailed look at the energy deposited near the

interaction vertex shows very good agreement with the
MINERvA GENIE tune v1 for overall vertex energy but
deviates when separated into bins of pt. These results are
consistent with the previous MINERvA result [7], and
demonstrate that the enhancement of 2p2h processes
provides a model for such additional low energy protons.
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APPENDIX: QUASIELASTIC RESULT

A similar analysis was done with a different signal
definition to provide a measurement for predictions which
cannot produce a post-FSI signal. The model dependence
of this result appears in the cross section modeling and FSI
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FIG. 41. The differential cross section as a function of Eν;QE
with a quasielastic signal definition. In addition, results from the
MiniBooNE measurement are included.
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• Flux is a limiting 
systematic for all 
neutrino cross 
section 
measurements by 
current 
experiments.  

• Current 
measurements are 
being used to tune 
neutrino scattering 
models.

• Uncertainties in 
these models 
impact the 
sensitivity of the 
future DUNE 
physics program.
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MINERvA, PRD 100, 092001 (2019)

Impact of Neutrino Flux Uncertainties
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the main analysis cuts except that dE/dx⟨4⟩ is required
to be between 4.5 and 10 MeV/1.7 cm.

The sidebands are designed to constrain four cate-
gories of background: 1) neutral-current coherent π0 pro-
duction, 2) charged-current νµ interactions, 3) neutral-
current νµ interactions (excluding diffractive and coher-
ent π0 production), and 4) νe interactions. Sideband
1 is approximately 30% νµ charged-current interactions,
50% νµ neutral-current interactions (excluding diffractive
and coherent π0 production), 10% coherent π0 produc-
tion and 10% νe interactions. Sideband 2 is composed of
approximately one third νµ interactions and two thirds
non-diffractive or coherent νµ neutral-current interac-
tions. Sideband 3 is approximately 50% νe interactions,
with the remaining half split roughly evenly between
νµ charged-current and non-diffractive, non-coherent νµ
neutral-current interactions.

Prior to background constraint, there is an excess in
data in Sideband 4, the high dE/dx⟨4⟩ sideband. This
sideband is populated by all of the background sources
discussed above except νe interactions, and according to
the simulation it consists primarily of events with π0s
in the final state. A similar excess was seen in a sep-
arate MINERνA measurement of νe quasi-elastic-like
scattering [27], and it was found to be consistent with
neutral-current diffractive π0 production [28]. The GE-
NIE model for neutral-current diffractive scattering used
here predicts very few events in the signal or sideband re-
gions of this analysis, but significant contributions from
similar coherent π0 production3. The excess in sideband
4 is attributed to coherent events, allowing the normal-
ization of that background to float in the background
fits, which are performed by computing a χ2 summed
over distributions in each of the four sidebands. Be-
cause MINERνA studies of both neutral-current diffrac-
tive [28] and charged-current coherent π0 production [29]
have found significant discrepancies with GENIE predic-
tions that vary with energy, the normalization of the co-
herent background is allowed to vary separately for each
of the six electron energy bins. For the other three back-
grounds, the fit includes a single normalization factor
that is constant with reconstructed energy. The best fit
normalizations of each of the floated background compo-
nents is shown in Table I.

3 GENIE does not currently contain a model of coherent photon
production, but this process may also be present and would ap-
pear similar to coherent π

0 production background events in the
MINERvA detector.

Process Normalization
νe 0.87± 0.03

νµ CC 1.08± 0.04
νµ NC 0.86± 0.04

NC COH 0.8 < Ee < 2.0 GeV 0.9± 0.2
NC COH 2.0 < Ee < 3.0 GeV 1.0± 0.3
NC COH 3.0 < Ee < 5.0 GeV 1.3± 0.2
NC COH 5.0 < Ee < 7.0 GeV 1.5± 0.3
NC COH 7.0 < Ee < 9.0 GeV 1.7± 0.8

NC COH 9.0 < Ee 3.0± 0.9

TABLE I. Background normalization scale factors extracted
from the fits to kinematic sidebands, with statistical uncer-
tainties.

To obtain a background-subtracted electron energy
spectrum in data, backgrounds predicted by the sim-
ulation are scaled by the factors given in Table I and
subtracted from the electron energy spectrum in data as
shown in Fig. 5. This spectrum is then corrected us-
ing the efficiency shown in Fig. 4. The electron energy
spectra in the data and the simulation after background
subtraction and efficiency correction are shown in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6. Reconstructed electron energy after background sub-
traction and efficiency correction. The data error bars include
both statistical and systematic uncertainties, as described
in Sec. VI. The highest energy bin includes all events with
Ee > 9 GeV events, including events with Ee > 20 GeV.

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The background-subtracted, efficiency-corrected dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 6 forms the basis of the flux
constraint described in the Sec. VII. This distribution
is subject to a variety of systematic uncertainties, which
are summarized in Fig. 7 and Table II. The distribu-
tion, uncertainties and covariance matrix are also avail-
able in Table III. These are evaluated by identifying un-
derlying uncertain parameters in the simulation, shifting
those parameters by their uncertainty, and performing
the analysis (including background subtraction and effi-
ciency correction) with the shifted simulation. The re-
sulting change in the background subtracted, efficiency
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FIG. 7. Summary of fractional systematic uncertainties on
the background subtracted, efficiency corrected distributions.

corrected spectrum is used to form a covariance ma-
trix that encapsulates the systematic uncertainties due
to that parameter and their correlations. In some cases,
it is appropriate to shift a parameter by +1 and -1 sigma,
which produces two covariance matrices. These covari-
ance matrices are averaged to estimate the covariance of
a distribution due to the parameter in question. In the
case of the neutrino flux uncertainties, there are many
underlying uncertain parameters that are highly corre-
lated with one another. In this case, the many universes
method is used, wherein many simulations are created,
with each of the flux parameters pulled randomly from
their probability distributions. The total flux covariance
matrix is formed from the average of the covariance ma-
trix obtained with each simulation.

There are several systematic uncertainties associated
with electron reconstruction, such as the electromagnetic
energy scale of the MINERνA detector. Uncertainty
on the energy scale in the tracker and electromagnetic
calorimeter was estimated by comparing energy of re-
constructed π0 candidates in charged-current νµ events
between data and simulation. This comparison indi-
cated that the tracker energy scale was well-modeled in
the simulation, and this conclusion was supported by
data-simulation comparisons of the spectra of low en-
ergy electrons from stopped muon decays. The π0 sam-
ple indicated a 5.8% mismodeling of the energy scale
in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Energy deposits in
the calorimeter were adjusted by 5.8% and an overall
uncertainty of 1.5% in the electromagnetic response of
the tracker and electromagnetic calorimeter was applied,
based on the precision of the π0 sample. A conserva-
tive 5% uncertainty on the energy scale in the hadronic
calorimeter was assumed, based on a small sample of elec-
trons reconstructed in the MINERνA test beam detec-
tor [30, 31]. These energy scale uncertainties result in
a small (0.1%) uncertainty on the measured number of
neutrino-electron scatters.

A. Electron Reconstruction Uncertainties

In the previous MINERνA measurement of this chan-
nel [10], one of the largest systematic uncertainties was
due to the electron reconstruction efficiency. That un-
certainty was estimated from a study of muons recon-
structed in the MINOS near detector that were projected
backwards into MINERνA, which found a 2.7% differ-
ence between efficiencies in data and simulation due to
accidental NuMI beam activity. Improvements in the
simulation of accidental activity have reduced that dif-
ference to 0.4% for this analysis. Additionally, a visual
scan of event displays of electrons that failed reconstruc-
tion in the simulation was performed for this analysis.
Most of these failures were caused by accidental activity,
but a small (0.4%) fraction of electrons were misrecon-
structed for reasons that could not be discerned and were
unrelated to accidental activity. A conservative 100% un-
certainty is assigned to these events, resulting in a total
0.4

⊕

0.4 = 0.57% uncertainty on electron reconstruction
efficiency, which in turn becomes a 0.57% uncertainty on
the neutrino-electron scattering rate.

B. Beam Uncertainties

Small uncertainties in both the background estimation
and efficiency estimation arise from sources related to
the NuMI beam. Uncertainties in the NuMI neutrino en-
ergy spectra arise primarily from hadron production and
beam alignment. These are estimated using the same
procedure used for the LE configuration of the NuMI
beam [7]. Uncertainties in the νµ flux range from 7-12%
depending on energy, and result in a 0.2% uncertainty in
the measured neutrino-electron scattering rate, primarily
through the background subtraction procedure. Uncer-
tainty in the angle of the NuMI beam is estimated by
comparing muon angular spectra in charged-current νµ
candidates with low hadron recoil in data and simulation.
This results in a 0.5 mrad uncertainty in the beam angle,
leading to a 0.1% uncertainty on the neutrino-electron
scattering rate.

C. Interaction Model Uncertainties

The largest category of systematic uncertainty is that
associated with the neutrino interaction models used in
the simulations. These are largely assessed using the
reweightable model parameter knobs available in the GE-
NIE event generator. Several uncertainties are also added
in addition to those provided by the GENIE developers,
as described below.
Electron neutrino charged-current quasi-elastic scat-

tering at low Q2 is a significant background. The anal-
ysis is particularly sensitive to uncertainty in the shape
of the simulated Q2 spectrum that is used to extrapolate

• Flux is a limiting 
systematic for nearly all 
single-detector 
measurement.

• Single-detector 
searches for sterile 
neutrinos are severely 
limited by flux 
uncertainties.

• Percent-level v-e 
scattering 
measurements can 
also be used to 
constrain “new v” 
physics, eg NSI, v 
magnetic moments, 
etc.  But again these 
constraints will be 
limited by flux 
uncertainties.
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Why Don’t We Just Measure the Flux?
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• Easier said than done!  
• We don’t know the energy of the incident neutrino in our interactions.  We have to 

infer it by reconstructing the energy.  Even with our best detectors (eg, LArTPCs), 
this introduces some model-dependence.

• Since we Nobs ≈ Φ x σ in our detectors, we must rely on cross sections that are 
already well known to extract the flux.  The best candidate for this is 𝛎-e scattering.  

• This is a very rare process, and can really only be measured well for energies in 
the GeV region.  It takes time (in many cases years) to collect and analyze the 
data.

• Provides a constraint on the total rate, but limited constraints on the shape of the 
flux.

• It is important to have strong a-priori constraints on the flux when we first turn the 
beam on.  If we see something unexpected in our detectors, we want to minimize 
the possible causes, and “flux” could be one of them.

• So, we rely very heavily on a-priori flux predictions, based on simulations of all of the 
[complicated] components: target + horn + decay pipe…
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The Role of Simulation
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• Simulations use the production cross section for p, π, K hitting a broad range of nuclear targets 
across a broad range of energies.  Eg, particles of all energies up to the beam energy interact in 
the production target (C or Be), focusing horns (aluminum), and lots of other material (water, Ti, 
Fe, He, rock, etc.).

• Simulations also need very detailed descriptions of the target and focusing horn geometry, and 
the focusing magnetic field as a function of position and time.
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The Role of Simulation
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• Simulations use the production cross section for p, π, K hitting a broad range of nuclear targets 
across a broad range of energies.  Eg, particles of all energies up to the beam energy interact in 
the production target (C or Be), focusing horns (aluminum), and lots of other material (water, Ti, 
Fe, He, rock, etc.).

• Simulations also need very detailed descriptions of the target and focusing horn geometry, and 
the focusing magnetic field as a function of position and time.

• Two sources of uncertainty in these predictions: hadron production (HP) and beam 
focusing.  HP uncertainties are currently dominant.

Target 
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Ž. Pavlović 
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Flux uncertainties in DUNE

● Absolute flux uncertainty 
is ~8% and dominated by 
hadron production 
uncertainties

● This includes currently 
available constraints from 
hadron production 
experiments (i.e. NA49), 
but not future constraints 
(i.e. EMPHATIC, NA61), 
or in situ measurements 
(i.e. ν+e elastic, low-ν)

DUNE
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Primary Beam Monitoring
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Segmented Secondary  
Emission Monitor (SSEM)

Optical Transition 
Radiation (OTR) Monitor

Target Position 
Thermometer (TPT)

• Used at NuMI
• Proton beam heats up 

thin Be horizontal and 
vertical wires connected 
to thermocouples.

• Resolution and stability < 
0.1 mm.

• Used at both J-PARC and 
FNAL

• Secondary electrons emitted 
from segmented cathode 
plane when struck by 
primary proton are collected 
on anode planes.  Planes 
are 5 μm Ti foils.  

• Cathode current read out, 
digitized and recorded to 
extract beam profile.

Friend, NuFact ‘21
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Figure 2: This figures illustrates the direction of the forward and back-
ward OTR light from a foil oriented at 45 degrees with respect to the
beam.

foil, OTR is also produced in the backward direction
when the particle enters the foil from vacuum. In this
case, ✏1 = 1 and ✏2 = ✏. Equation 3, with � ⇠ 1, now
reduces to

d
2
N

d!d⌦
=

2e
2

⇡hc!
⇥
������

p
✏ � 1p
✏ + 1

������

2

⇥ ✓2

(✓2 + ��2)2 . (5)

The geometry changes slightly for the case where the
particle is not at normal incidence to the surface. The
forward lobe, produced by the charged particle exiting
the foil, is still oriented around the line of motion of the
charged particle. However, the backward, or reflected
lobe, now surrounds the axis of reflection from the foil
surface. For a thin foil oriented at 45 degrees with re-
spect to a beam of charged particles, the backward lobe
will be reflected at 90 degrees from the original beam
direction, as shown in Fig. 2. It is this backward lobe
that we transport and detect in the T2K OTR monitor.

3. Optical System

3.1. Overview

Fig. 3 shows the optical layout of the OTR system.
The beam strikes a foil oriented at 45 degrees with re-
spect to the beam line. As described in the previous
section, the backward lobe of the OTR is emitted around
the reflection axis, in this case 90 degrees relative to the
incident proton beam direction. The foil sits immedi-
ately upstream of the target, and is downstream of the
beam collimator.

The OTR light must travel through several bends in
the shielding to avoid a direct path for the radiation from
the target region. A series of 4 parabolic mirrors trans-
port the light through this path. These parabolic mirrors
are 90 degrees o↵-axis, giving an e↵ective focal length
(the distance from the centre of the mirror to the focal
point) twice the focal distance of the parent parabolic

surface. The light diverges from the foil to mirror 1,
travels as a parallel beam to mirror 2 and comes to an in-
termediate focus halfway between mirrors 2 and 3 (see
Fig. 3). This pattern repeats using mirrors 3 and 4 before
the final focus at the camera position. A 25 cm diameter,
fused silica window in the aluminum lid of the helium
vessel allows the OTR light to emerge for capture at the
camera situated on top of the lid.

It is desirable to have the first mirror as far away as
possible from the foil to reduce radiation exposure, and
also the aperture size must be large enough to collect a
large fraction of the light. The mirror diameter is lim-
ited by the maximum allowable size for the channels in
the shielding. Given these considerations, mirror 1 is
placed 110 cm from the foil (requiring an e↵ective fo-
cal length of 110 cm) and has a diameter of 12 cm.
Mirrors 2 and 3 have the same focal length and size as
mirror 1. However mirror 4 has a shorter focal length
of 30 cm (e↵ective focal length of 60 cm). This reduces
the size of the foil image at the camera by 45% to allow
the image of the 5 cm diameter foil to fit within a 4 cm
diameter fiber taper connected to the face of the camera.
The fiber taper reduces the image diameter from 4 cm to
1.1 cm to fit onto the size of the camera sensor.

Figure 3: This figure shows a slice through the optical path of the OTR
system where the proton beam is going into the page and striking the
foil. Three light rays illustrate the focussing properties of the optics.

3

• Used at J-PARC
• OTR produced when 

charged particles travel 
between two materials 
with different dielectric 
constants.

• Image of the backward 
light captured by a rad-
hard camera in low-rad 
area. 

3+3  
Be wires 
&  
Thermo- 
couples

Yonehara, 
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Primary Beam Monitoring Upgrades (J-PARC)
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• Uses twined 25 um Ti wires
• Less material than foil-based 

detectors.
• C-shape allows monitor to be 

moved in/out of beam during 
beam operations.

• Developed in collaboration with 
Fermilab.

Friend, NuFact ‘21

Wire Secondary  
Emission Monitor 
(WSEM)

Beam Induced 
Fluorescence  
(BIF) Monitor

Optical Beam Loss 
Monitor (O-BLM)

• Locally degrade vacuum 
level, inject gas (N2).

• Fluorescence from de-
excitation of gas 
molecules excited by 
protons passing 
through.

• Non-destructive, can be 
used to continuously 
monitor beam.

• Beam-induced signal on 
optical fiber running 
alongside the beam 
from lost beam particles.

• Precise timing 
information can be used 
to localize point of beam 
loss.

• Few channels needed to 
monitor entire beamline.
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Primary Beam Monitoring Upgrades (J-PARC)
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• Shown to have same 
resolution as SSEMs.

• Beam loss < 10x that of 
SSEMs.

• Stable operations since 2018, 
plan to install more in the near 
future.

Wire Secondary  
Emission Monitor (WSEM)

Beam Induced 
Fluorescence  
(BIF) Monitor

Optical Beam Loss 
Monitor (O-BLM)

• Prototype successfully 
tested in 2020/21.

• Plans to upgrade system 
with 2-stage micro-channel 
plate detector (increase 
gain by 103)

• Also studying system with 
MPPC+fibers. 

• Installed in 2021, covered 
91m of beamline with only 
3 channels.

• Plot above shows mapping 
of O-BLM timing to 
different points along the 
beamline.

Friend, NuFact ‘21
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• Target and horns positions are determined 
via a beam scan across known features 
and measuring the scattering rate with 
different detectors:

• Hadron monitor (misnomer, not really a 
monitor) located at end of decay pipe

• Beam loss monitors

Original NuMI  
Hadron Monitor

Replacement NuMI  
Hadron Monitor 
(2021)

Normal 
Beam

Beam accident

Baffle (graphite)

Bafflette Target core

Target titanium tube,
horn inner conductor, etc

Beam
scan

Baffle protects target utilities and horn from mis-steered 
beam.  Bafflette protects decay pipe windows and 
absorber.  Also use bafflette for alignment.

Pixelated  
Ion Chamber

NuMI

LBNF
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• Target and horns positions are determined 
via a beam scan across known features 
and measuring the scattering rate with 
different detectors:

• Hadron monitor (misnomer, not really a 
monitor) located at end of decay pipe

• Beam loss monitors

Original NuMI  
Hadron Monitor

Replacement NuMI  
Hadron Monitor 
(2021)

Normal 
Beam

Beam accident

Baffle (graphite)

Bafflette Target core

Target titanium tube,
horn inner conductor, etc

Beam
scan

Baffle protects target utilities and horn from mis-steered 
beam.  Bafflette protects decay pipe windows and 
absorber.  Also use bafflette for alignment.

Pixelated  
Ion Chamber

NuMI

LBNF
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Neutrino beam monitor
• Two monitors play complementary roles.

Si detectorsMUMON

$!
INGRID

!

~1.5m

~1.5m

6

Ionization chambers 
(IC)

• Ionization chambers used at 
both J-PARC and Fermilab to 
monitor the muon beam.

• J-PARC also has an array of Si 
PIN photodiodes to measure 
the muon beam profile.

• J-PARC uses the INGRID on-
axis neutrino detector to 
monitor the muon-neutrino 
beam profile.

• No on-axis neutrino beam 
monitor at NuMI.  DUNE will 
have one.
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Neutrino-electron scattering
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9x9 Ionization 
Chamber Pixels

  

Cross section for neutrino scattering on 
electron

Total cross section 

• A purely leptonic process, the theoretical uncertainty is ~1%
• Signature is a very forward-going electron only in the final 

state.
• In principle, a measurement of the electron angle gives a 

measurement of the neutrino energy.  
• Note that the cross section is tiny, about 1/1000 that of the 

CC cross section!
• Provides a constraint on the total flux (all neutrinos and anti-

neutrinos).
• MINERvA has used this to reduce their flux uncertainty to 

~3.5%.  DUNE expects to achieve 2%. 

    

2

II. NEUTRINO ELECTRON SCATTERING

Neutrino-electron elastic scattering, ⌫e� ! ⌫e�, is
precisely predicted by the electroweak theory because it
is a 2 ! 2 process that involves only weak interactions
of fundamental leptons. In the limits that the neutrino
energy E⌫ is much greater than the electron mass me

and far below the energies required for resonant W bo-
son production, E⌫ ⌧

M2
W

2me
, the ⌫e� ! ⌫e� cross section

for neutrinos or antineutrinos is given at tree level by

d�(⌫e� ! ⌫e�)

dy
=

G2
Fs

⇡

⇥
C2

LL + C2
LR(1� y)2

⇤
. (1)

Here, GF is the Fermi weak coupling constant, s is the
Mandelstam invariant representing the square of the total
energy in the center-of-mass frame, and y ⌘ Te/E⌫ where
Te is the electron kinetic energy. The couplings CLL and
CLR are different for neutrinos and antineutrinos and de-
pend on flavor. For ⌫µ and ⌫⌧ , CLL = �

1
2 + sin2 ✓W and

CLR = sin2 ✓W , where ✓W is the Weinberg angle, and in
the corresponding antineutrino couplings, the values for
CLL and CLR are interchanged. For ⌫e (⌫̄e), the value of
one of the couplings, CLL (CLR), is 1

2 + sin2 ✓W because
of interfering contributions from neutral-current interac-
tion that is present for all flavors and from a charged-
current interaction that is present only for electron neu-
trinos. Electroweak radiative corrections to the process
are few-percent corrections and are discussed in detail in
Appendix A.

The theoretical uncertainty of the neutrino-electron
elastic scattering cross section from uncertainties in the
parameters and radiative corrections is small [10]. Recent
work [11] has shown that the limiting uncertainty comes
from hadronic loops in radiative corrections which results
in a few permille uncertainty. Therefore a measurement
of the reaction can be used to measure neutrino flux at
this precision. At the ⇠ O(1) GeV neutrino energies of
DUNE, this cross section is approximately 10�4 of the to-
tal charged-current ⌫µ cross section; therefore the number
of events is small and backgrounds may be substantial.
However, for realistic near detector sizes, the event sam-
ple is expected to be sufficiently large in the DUNE beam
to allow for statistical precision on a neutrino-electron
elastic scattering sample to be O(1%) [12].

The angle of the final state electron with respect to the
neutrino, ✓e, is

1� cos ✓e =
me(1� y)

Ee
, (2)

where Ee is the energy of the final state electron. There-
fore at neutrino energies ⇠1 GeV, such as for DUNE,
where me ⌧ E⌫ , the final state electron is very forward.
A measurement of the angle and electron energy deter-
mines y, and thus also the neutrino energy.

Another neutrino-electron scattering process with a
well-known cross section is inverse muon decay (IMD),

⌫µe� ! ⌫eµ�. This process has a threshold energy of
Emin =

m2
µ�m2

e

2me
⇡ 11 GeV, and a total cross section given

at tree level by [13]

� =
(s�m2

µ)
2G2

F

s⇡
+O

✓
m2

eGF

s

◆
. (3)

The spectrum of muons emitted for a fixed neutrino en-
ergy in the lab frame, E⌫ , is approximately uniform with
limits between Emin and E⌫ , with small corrections to
the uniformity and the kinematic limits of order me/E⌫

and me, respectively. This cross section increases with
energy as the DUNE flux is falling, and the event rate is
expected to peak at ⇠18 GeV. IMD could provide a con-
straint on the high energy tail of the ⌫µ flux; however,
such a constraint would have little impact on the DUNE
neutrino oscillation analyses. This process is discussed
further in Section VII, and in less detail than ⌫e� ! ⌫e�

in this manuscript.

III. MINERVA’S NEUTRINO-ELECTRON
SCATTERING FLUX MEASUREMENT

The MINERvA experiment is the only accelerator ex-
periment to date that has successfully used this tech-
nique [14, 15] to significantly reduce its uncertainty on a
predicted neutrino flux. MINERvA reconstructed these
events in a segmented scintillator detector with neutri-
nos at energies similar to DUNE’s. The first analysis
with the low energy NuMI beam [14] observed 127 total
events including a predicted background of 30±4 events;
a second, recent analysis with the medium energy NuMI
beam [15] found 1021 events with a predicted background
of 212± 13.5 events. The background composition of the
two analyses was different because of the event selection
and beam energies. In the medium (low) energy anal-
ysis, the background was approximately 28% (55%) ⌫e
charged-current interactions, primarily quasielastic like
events ⌫enbound ! e�p, 54% (30%) neutral current in-
teractions, primarily with a ⇡0 in the final state, and 18%
(15%) ⌫µ charged current events, also primarily with a
⇡0 in the final state and a very low energy final state
µ�. In both analyses, backgrounds in the segmented
scintillator were reduced by requiring an electron energy
of 800 MeV or greater, which is not a desirable selec-
tion for a DUNE near detector because of the physics
interest in the low energy neutrino flux. Because of the
angular resolution in the MINERvA segmented scintil-
lator, with a granularity of ⇠2 cm, MINERvA did not
attempt to use angular information to reconstruct the
incoming neutrino energy. The systematic uncertainty
on the observed rate in the MINERvA medium (low) en-
ergy measurement was 1.8% (5%), and was mostly due
to uncertainties in the background reactions. The uncer-
tainty on background reactions, particularly the low Q2

behavior of the ⌫e quasielastic-like background events, is
significantly lower in the medium energy analysis than
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FIG. 3. Average energy deposition in the first four planes of
the electron candidate for events passing all other cuts in data
and simulation (above) and the ratio of data to simulation
(below). The error bars on the data points include statistical
uncertainties only. The error bars on the ratio include both
statistical uncertainties in data and statistical and systematic
(see Sec. VI) uncertainties in the simulation. Backgrounds
have been tuned using the procedure described in Sec. V.

constructed:

EXUV = EX−EU−EV

EX+EU+EV
(1)

EUV = EU−EV

EU+EV
, (2)

and electron candidates are required to satisfy EXUV <
0.28 and EUV < 0.5.
High energy electron showers tend to follow a straight

line through the MINERνA detector, whereas interac-
tions of hadronic particles will often cause hadron show-
ers to appear bent. To help eliminate hadronic-shower
backgrounds, a bending angle is formed by defining two
line segments, one from the start point of the shower to
its midpoint, and one from the midpoint to the endpoint.
The angle between these lines is required to be less than
9◦. This and other background rejection criteria were
determined by optimizing signal significance according
to the simulation.
After all of the cuts described above, the dominant

background in the sample is νe and ν̄e quasi-elastic scat-
tering (νen → e−p and ν̄ep → e+n) in which the recoil-
ing nucleon is not observed, which is typical for quasi-
elastic events with low 4-momentum transfer squared
(Q2). Although these categories have an identical final-
state particle signature to neutrino-electron scattering,
they can be substantially reduced with kinematic cuts.
One kinematic quantity that is useful here is the prod-
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FIG. 4. The electron energy times the square of the electron
angle with respect to the beam for candidate events passing
all other cuts in data and simulation (above) and the ratio
of data to simulation (below). The error bars on the data
points include statistical uncertainties only. The error bars
on the ratio include both statistical uncertainties in data and
statistical and systematic (see Sec. VI) uncertainties in the
simulation. Signal events are required to have Eeθ

2
< 0.0032

GeV radian2. Backgrounds have been tuned using the proce-
dure described in Sec. V.

uct of electron energy and the square of the angle of the
electron with respect to the neutrino beam (Eeθ2). For
neutrino-electron elastic scattering, Eeθ2 is kinematically
constrained to be less than twice the electron mass. The
Eeθ2 distribution for events passing all other cuts de-
scribed here is shown in Fig. 4. Candidate events are
required to have Eeθ2 < 0.0032 GeV rad2.

To further reduce quasi-elastic background events, Q2

is reconstructed assuming a quasi-elastic hypothesis:

Q2 = 2mn (Eν − Ee) (3)

Eν = mnEe−m2

e/2
mn−Ee+pe cos θ , (4)

where mn and me are the masses of the neutron and elec-
tron, respectively, pe is the momentum of the electron,
and θ is the angle of the electron with respect to the
neutrino beam. Candidate events are required to have
Q2 less than 0.02 GeV2.

The signal efficiency of the event reconstruction selec-
tion after all cuts is shown in Fig. 5.

MINERvA, arXiv:1906.00111

http://www.apple.com
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.00111v4
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Neutrino Flux Uncertainties
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• Dominant flux uncertainties come from 40% xsec uncertainties on interactions in the target and 
horns that have never been measured (or have large uncertainties/spread).

• Lack of proton and pion scattering data at lower beam energies. 
• Reduction of flux uncertainties improves physics reach of most near detector analyses 

(cross-sections and BSM searches), and any non-3-flavor (PMNS) oscillation analysis. 
• New hadron production measurements support the oscillation program by increasing 

confidence in the a-priori flux predictions and ND measurements.
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Hadron Production Uncertainties - Can we do better?

Before
After

}
Not covered by current data

Note: flux uncertainties determined by EMPHATIC, not DUNE

• Reasonably achievable uncertainty reduction:
• No improvement for π production where ≲ 5% measurements already exist 
• 10% uncertainty for K absorption (currently 60-90% for p<4 GeV/c, 12% for p>4 

GeV/c)
• 10% on quasi-elastic interactions (down from 40%) 
• 10% on p,π,K + C[Fe,Al] —> p + X (down from 40%)
• 20% on p,π,K + C[Fe,Al] —> K± + X (down from 40%)
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• Similar observations for the electron-neutrino flux.

Hadron Production Uncertainties - Can we do better?

Before
After

Note: flux uncertainties determined by EMPHATIC, not DUNE
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Hadron Production Uncertainties - Can we do better?

Before
After

Note: flux uncertainties determined by EMPHATIC, not DUNE

Note: we care about more than just reducing uncertainties!  
Many of the interactions we have to simulate in the target 
and horns are unconstrained by external data.  New data 
will give us a more ROBUST flux prediction.
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Hadron Production - A Global Effort

NA61/Shine Spectrometer

• The NA61/SHINE experiment at CERN: high-acceptance spectrometer with dE/dx and ToF 
measurements to identify particles.  Designed for beam momenta p > 20 GeV/c, but they are 
hoping to re-arrange their beamline in order to collect data for p < 15 GeV/c.  

• Operational for 15+ years.  
• Capable of measuring particle spectra produced in long neutrino targets.
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EMPHATIC

38

• Experiment to Measure the Production of Hadrons At a Test beam In 
Chicagoland
• Uses the FNAL Test Beam Facility (FTBF) (eg, MTest)
• Table-top size experiment, focused on hadron production measurements 

with pbeam < 15 GeV/c, but will also make measurements with beam from 
20-120 GeV/c. 

• Ultimate design:
• 350 mrad acceptance, 

compact size reduces 
overall cost

• high-rate DAQ, 
precision tracking and 
timing

• International collaboration, 
with involvement of 
experts from NOvA/
DUNE/SBN and SK/T2K/
HK.

Ɵ=350 mrad

76.1 cm

55.4 cm

100 cm

BACkov
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EMPHATIC
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• Experiment to Measure the Production of Hadrons At a Test beam In 
Chicagoland
• Uses the FNAL Test Beam Facility (FTBF) (eg, MTest)
• Table-top size experiment, focused on hadron production measurements 

with pbeam < 15 GeV/c, but will also make measurements with beam from 
20-120 GeV/c. 

• Ultimate design:
• 350 mrad acceptance, 

compact size reduces 
overall cost

• high-rate DAQ, 
precision tracking and 
timing

• International collaboration, 
with involvement of 
experts from NOvA/
DUNE/SBN and SK/T2K/
HK.
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FIG. 5.14: Fractional uncertainties for Gen2-thin.
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Neutrino Production Target Measurements

41

• Thin-target measurements are 
extremely useful and generally 
necessary for improved flux 
predictions (atmospheric 
neutrinos too!)

• Measurements by MIPP and 
NA61/SHINE of hadron 
production off real (or replica) 
targets can further reduce the 
HP uncertainties by nearly a 
factor of 2.
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Figure 3: The hadron interaction model uncertainties evaluated on the SK flux pre-
diction. The uncertainties have been calculated for the flux constrained with either
purely NA61 2009 thin-target data (left side), or using a combination of NA61 2009
thin-target and replica-target data (right side, denoted as the replica tuning error).
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Thin-target data only

NuMI target data 
included

From L. Aliaga, Ph.D. thesis

• NA61/SHINE has collected data using a 
replica NOvA-era NuMI target, and plans 
to collect data with a prototype LBNF 
target next year.  It is also considering 
collecting data at lower beam momenta 
in a couple of years.

https://lss.fnal.gov/archive/thesis/2000/fermilab-thesis-2016-03.pdf
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EMPHATIC Phase 2 - Beyond Target HP Uncertainties

42

Motion Table

SSDs

SSDs

• Put EMPHATIC Phase 1 spectrometer 
on a motion table downstream of spare 
NuMI horn and target.

• Minimal goal is to measure charged-
particle spectrum downstream of 
target+horn.

• Power supply also available; hope to measure with pulsed horn in 
the future.

• Establishes program to address questions re: HP in horns and 
modeling of horn geometry and magnetic field.
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Improved Monitoring of Hadrons Downstream of the Target
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• Measure amount of ionization gas plasma in 
an RF resonator by measuring gas 
permittivity which is proportional to the 
intensity of charged particles passing 
through: 𝜺 = 𝜺r + i𝜺i  

• Detector is rad-hard.
• Proof-of-principle test in 2019 using 

Fermilab Main Injector 120 GeV protons.
• Five peaks shows the six (6) Main Injector 

batch structure!

Alternate Hadron Monitor

10/25/19 NuMI Beam Monitor, Yonehara8

• RF beam detector
• Conceptually new rad-hard beam detector 
• Apply RF field to measure the amount of ionization gas plasma which is 

proportional to the intensity of charged particles passing through a 
resonator by measuring gas permittivity ! = !# + %!&

• Proof-of-principle test was carried out by using the Main Injector 120 GeV 
proton beam

2.4 GHz RF test cavity
(All parts can be made of metal, 
No insulator in beam enclosure)

Fabricated in MI-40 
abort room

MI proton beam

Beam loaded RF signal

10/25/19 NuMI Beam Monitor, Yonehara9
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Monitoring The Horn Positions
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• Want independent measurement of 
height of all relevant beam components, 
especially the horns.

• System based on CERN’s hydrostatic 
leveling sensor for HL-LHC.

• Sensors connected by water pipe/tubing.  
Change in height of a sensor results in 
change in height of water.Sudeshna Ganguly

• Interested in iHLS technology developed at CERN  

        

• Specific Requirements for LBNF: 
1. Desired height accuracy ~ 0.2 mm
2. Radiation: 
–Top of LBNF modules ~ 5 to 50 Kilo-rad (50 to 500 gray)/year (HLS can be installed there)
–(Bottom of modules ~ 100 Giga-rad (109 gray)/year (not a very good place for HLS)
3. Maximum optical fiber length ~ 238 ft (72 m) (b/w laser and HLS sensor) 
4. Maximum height for double-pass iHLS need in LBNF~ 11ft (~3.5 m)

HLS for LBNF
Monitor BPM/Horn/Baffle vertical alignment

23

Part of light is reflected back from 
water surface, creating “beat” 
frequency signal in interferometer FFT 
spectrum

[1]. https://indico.cern.ch/event/831552/contributions/3484753/attachments/1896986/3131427/4_Alignment_systems_status.pdf

[1]

Sudeshna Ganguly

Questions
• How many different HLSs do CERN serve with the same laser?

• Depends on laser setup. CERN has one unit with sweeping laser, gas cell. 
Reference interferometer

•

32

• The laser delivery and the signal 
analysis unit (Fig.10a), used for laser 
light generation, linearization 
(reference interferometer) and sweep 
frequency tracking (gas cell) 


• The measurement channels block (Fig.10b), 
used for the amplification of the sweep 
signal (EDFA amplifier) and its distribution to 
multiple channels of the interferometer 


• The FSI laser sweep speed was ~2000 nm/s (α = 
2.502·1014 Hz/s)


• sweep time was pre-set to 16 ms, with a photodetector 
sampling frequency at 80 MHz


• The laser sweep wavelength range was Δλ = 1527 … 
1559 nm 
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Monitoring The Horn Positions
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Sudeshna Ganguly

• Interested in iHLS technology developed at CERN  

        

• Specific Requirements for LBNF: 
1. Desired height accuracy ~ 0.2 mm
2. Radiation: 
–Top of LBNF modules ~ 5 to 50 Kilo-rad (50 to 500 gray)/year (HLS can be installed there)
–(Bottom of modules ~ 100 Giga-rad (109 gray)/year (not a very good place for HLS)
3. Maximum optical fiber length ~ 238 ft (72 m) (b/w laser and HLS sensor) 
4. Maximum height for double-pass iHLS need in LBNF~ 11ft (~3.5 m)

HLS for LBNF
Monitor BPM/Horn/Baffle vertical alignment

23

Part of light is reflected back from 
water surface, creating “beat” 
frequency signal in interferometer FFT 
spectrum

[1]. https://indico.cern.ch/event/831552/contributions/3484753/attachments/1896986/3131427/4_Alignment_systems_status.pdf

[1]

Sudeshna Ganguly

Questions
• How many different HLSs do CERN serve with the same laser?

• Depends on laser setup. CERN has one unit with sweeping laser, gas cell. 
Reference interferometer

•
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• The laser delivery and the signal 
analysis unit (Fig.10a), used for laser 
light generation, linearization 
(reference interferometer) and sweep 
frequency tracking (gas cell) 


• The measurement channels block (Fig.10b), 
used for the amplification of the sweep 
signal (EDFA amplifier) and its distribution to 
multiple channels of the interferometer 


• The FSI laser sweep speed was ~2000 nm/s (α = 
2.502·1014 Hz/s)


• sweep time was pre-set to 16 ms, with a photodetector 
sampling frequency at 80 MHz


• The laser sweep wavelength range was Δλ = 1527 … 
1559 nm 

• Frequency scanning interferometry: part 
of light is reflected back from water 
surface, creating “beat” frequency signal 
in interferometer FFT spectrum.

• Measurement uncertainty < 5 μm.
• Prototype design nearly complete.
• Prototype tests will begin in early 2022.
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R&D for Improved Muon Monitoring
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• EMTs are like PMTs but photocathode has been replaced with aluminum-coated surface.  Electron 
beam tests have shown EMTs maintain stability to within 3% for at least 100 days at 1.3 MW, and 
have a sufficiently linear response.

• MCTs are a simple design, require no power, and are rad-hard.  Muons passing through core of 
MCT induce a current in the wrapped coil.  Current is proportional to muon beam flux.

Advantages  
• No electric power is needed.
• Strong for radiation. → easy to maintain

16MUMON Current Transformer (MCT)
• Another idea of the new detector for MUMON.

Measurement principle
� Current (muons) passes through the inside of the MCT core.
� Primary magnetic flux is generated in the core.
� Secondary current flows the coil to cancel 

the magnetic field. 
Measure the secondary current (signal) 

→ Get the primary current.

coil
(polyimide cable)

� muon beam

� magnetic flux

� signalcore

26 cm

core
Nakamura, NuFact ‘21

Electron Multiplier 
Tube (EMT)

MUMON Current 
Transformer (MCT)
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R&D for Improved Muon Monitoring
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Nakamura, NuFact ‘21MCT signals from the J-PARC test run

The MCT signal was flipped in neutrino and anti-neutrino modes. 
→ First observation of the muon polarity change at MUMON!
Future task: estimate the number of particles passing through the MCT using the signal.

22

MCT

Si detector

Neutrino mode Anti-neutrino mode

Sample (~15ns/sample)

Sample (~15ns/sample)

Sample (~15ns/sample)

Sample (~15ns/sample)

data
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R&D for Improved Muon Monitoring
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• Sign of current in MCT depends on sign of charged particles!
• Combining information from both could be used to constrain the wrong-sign component 

of the [anti-]neutrino beam. 
• Studies are underway to determine sensitivity of measurements using this approach.

Nakamura, NuFact ‘21

Possibility beyond the present monitor

Si detector or EMT MCT

Features Response independent from the 
sign of the charged particles

Response depend on the sign of 
the charged particles

Signal size
Proportional to the sum of

2! and 2"
Proportional to the difference

between 2! and 2"
Signal = 3 4! + 4" Signal = 6 4! − 4"

!!
!"

MCTSi
!!
!"

!!

!"

When a particle with a charge of the opposite sign passes through…

• Difference of the number of )8 and )9 can be measured by MCT.
→ It may have a sensitivity to wrong sign component by combining with Si or EMT. 

17
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Summary

49

• Flux never “just cancels” in 2-detector neutrino oscillation experiments.  Flux 
uncertainties are a limiting systematic on many single-detector measurements 
and searches for BSM.

• The primary, secondary (muons) and tertiary (neutrino) beams are all 
measured and monitored in real-time to provide in-situ constraints on the 
beam.  

• Ex-situ measurements of hadron scattering and production off both thin- and 
thick-targets are critical to constraining the flux.

• New hadron production data are needed to further reduce neutrino flux 
uncertainties, enabling precision cross section measurements and more 
sensitive searches for BSM.


